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Pelican Technical Article: 

BMW E30 Coolant Temp 

Sensor Replacement
Jared Fenton

Difficulty Level: 3
Difficulty scale: Adding air to your tires is level one

Rebuilding a BMW Motor is level ten

A common problem area on the early BMW E30 3 Series cars is constant idle problems.  In my 

tireless quest to solve this annoying gremlin, I have found that one possible culprit is the coolant 
temp sensor.  This sensor is used to provide the idle control unit with information to keep the car 

idling before the oxygen sensor heats up enough to take over mixture control.  In my case, I had 
found that my car would idle at about 1500RPM when cold, the drop to normal. I started checking 

everything, and found that this switch was faulty.  I ordered the new switch from Pelican and once 
installed, it cured the idle problem. 

Keep in mind that this article is specific to my 325is, however the article applies to all BMW 

models in general.  That said, I decided to do a small tech article showing how to replace this 
sensor and hopefully provide you with some insight on this common idle problem and how to 

correct it. 

The first step is to open the hood and locate the sensor.  In this case, the sensor is located in 

the thermostat housing.  Locate the sensor and remove the electrical connection from the top by 
pushing in the metal clip and pulling it off.

Now use a 19mm deep socket to remove the old sensor.  It should come out with no resistance, 
however if there is a lot of corrosion around the switch, it’s a good idea to clean all this off prior to 

removing the sensor.  I’ve heard a lot of different ways to remove rust, but believe it or not, the 
best way I’ve found is to go to your local vending machine and buy a can of Coke.  A toothbrush 

and some Coke will clean up just about any rust you can imagine. (this is another convincing 
argument why soda pop is bad for you.) just get it clean and pull the old sensor out.

Take a look at the new and old sensors side by side.  You can see the discoloration on the old 
sensor. This is most likely an indication that years of hot coolant passing over the sensor has 

eventually caused oxidation on the surface, which in turn causes the sensor to build up internal 
resistance, causing it to eventually fail.

Now look at the thermostat housing make sure the area around the housing is clean and free of 

any dirt.  You don’t want this to get into the coolant.  Just wipe away any grime or grit.  Now, place 

the new sensor in the housing and use the socket to tighten it in place.  Do not over tighten, as you 
can damage the threads.  Now, reconnect the electrical plug for the sensor and start the car.  Your 

idle should now be between 700-900 RPM and smooth like Shaft.

You may also want to bleed the cooling system to get rid of any air that may have entered the 
system.  There is a small screw on the top of the thermostat housing. Start the car and loosen the 

screw.  This will allow any air to bleed out.  When you see straight coolant coming out, the system 
is bled.

     Well, there you have it - it's really not too difficult at all.  If you would like to see more technical 
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articles like this one, please continue to support Pelican Parts with all your parts needs.  If you like 
what you see here, then please visit our online BMW catalog and help support the collection and 

creating of new and informative technical articles like this one.  Your continued support directly 
affects the expansion and existence of this site and technical articles like this one.  As always, if you 

have any questions or comments about this helpful article, please drop us a line.

Comments and Suggestions:

tgps2tomt Comments: I have a 1988 325i convertable, I am having fluctuating 

idle at all temperatures. It is very hard and sometimes impossible to 
start. I have replaced all the relays, mass air flow sensor, icv, all 

vacuum hoses, and inspected for manifold cracks. It does not throw any 
codes. Could it be the fuel pump?August 19, 2011

Jake Comments: Have an 89 325i with manual transmission. Replaced all 

vacuume hoses, tps, afs, fuel regulator, injectors, ecu, temp sensors, o2 
sensor, idle control valve, spark plugs, rotor, distributor cap, spark plug 

wires, valve adjustment, compression tested, timing belts, alternator, 
etc. Emmisions tested very good BUT off-idle hesitation Problem won't 

go away. What else could be causing it?August 15, 2011

demonchild Comments: the check light keeps blinking on and off in the center of 
the dash, what am I supposed to check, and how can I turn it off.July 31, 2011

harold30 Comments: Hi, i have an 89 e30 325i, im on a quest to solve the idle 

problem. When i found out this DIY article it made me realize it's almost 
same problem as im having. When the engine is cold, that's the time the 

idle drop and rise. It smooths when engine is warm. Also, i have CEL 
1222 on idle and gone when revving up. I replaced vacuum hoses, icv, 

icv hose, intake boot, o2 sensor. I just bought the FAE coolant temp 
sensor part #12621710512. I read some comments above that its for 

temp gauge. If its true what is the correct coolant temp sensor i need? 
Please advise. Thanks!July 30, 2011

geovany Comments: hi, i have a BMW 323ci 2000 when in bought the car it had 

been in an accident and i replace the radiator, water pump, thermostat, 
and fan clutch. the problem is when i start the car it slowly starts to 

overheat. July 18, 2011

cal Comments: ps. the seal on the fuel pump is gone and leaks fuel when i 

do a handbrake turn as i recently changed the fuel pump, can this be 

the cause?July 11, 2011

cal Comments: i have a 1990 bmw 320i touring for tinkering with as im 15 

and cant drive on the road yet. the problem is that when im driving slow 
the car is more or less perfect but when i floor it, the cars engine just 

dies then if i keep my foot on the throttle it splutters and backfires then 
returns to idle but if i take my foot off the throttle as it looses power the 

revs return to normal for the speed im going please help me lads!!!! :July 11, 2011

E30guy Comments: I am having a problem with my 1987 325is when I engage 
the a/c RPM jumps to 1500 and does not kick down when changing 

gears or at idle. Turn off the a/c and rpm backs down to 500. Any 
thoughts?July 1, 2011

tbonejazzman76

Comments: Recently suffered a massive coolant leak 

after radiator broke at upper radiator hose mountplastic 
collar. Was able to get hose over the stump to check 

system to determine what needs to be replaced other 
than the radiator. Temperature is continuing to spike 

and getting no heat out of heater when car is at idle for 
several minutes. Reservoir attached to radiator appears 

full. I suspect air in the system, just wondering if 1 
there are other air-bleed techniques and 2 what is a 

good check for water pump failure? Thanks!May 31, 2011

Guidolay Comments: Where can I buy this sensor at? I can't find it on this 
website. I have a 87 325i Convertible. Thanks!May 7, 2011
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Jerry Comments: I replaced my radiator hoses but now I have a leak on the 
bottom radiator hose. The leak is coming around the temp sensor. 

Where can a buy a new sensor that snaps into the lower hose. Or, is 
there a simple O-ring that needs replacingMay 2, 2011

sjr Comments: Hello. I have a 2001 BMW 325i. The radiator fans runs on 

high speed 100% of the time the car in on and running. It takes about 
10 seconds after start up it sound like an airplane is ramping up until it 

hits full speed. I am getting 2 codes on my service engine soon light. 1. 
Engine misfire in cyl 3 and 2. Lean 02 sensor. I’m not getting any sensor 

related to the cooling system. Could this be a temp control sensor, fan 
clutch, electrical or just a bad fan motor? Thanks for any advise.April 22, 2011

c.rock90 Comments: Hi, im currently driving a '92 325i and i've been having 

coolant problems. I just changed the thermostat, water hose, engine 
fan, housing gasket. For some reason now, when i start my car, within 

30 seconds the car heats up halfway. Im concerned about this because 
my car has not done that and i know for sure other cars dont heat up as 

quick as my car. so i just want to know why my car heats up so quick 
now.April 20, 2011

Legacy All Comments: I have been trying to figure this out for months, even the 

mechanic is having a hard time. I have a 84 325 e about a quarter of 
the way during warm up it wants to stumble and die. If I put my foot 

into it seems like it loads up. Runs fine cold and hot, but at that certain 
temp don't even try and start it cause it will be like it's flooded until it 

overcomes that temp point. Soon as it hits that mid temp at warm up it 
coughs and sputters. Hoping to find answers smog is due soon.April 12, 2011

Followup from the Pelican Staff: Two things come to mind - a rubber 

hose that is expanding and allowing a vacuum leak to occur (and then 
seals up as it gets hotter), and a temperature sensors that has a "bad 

spot" in the middle. - Wayne at Pelican Parts 

DD Comments: I have a 1998 BMW 328i it. Had an air leak we replaced the 
seals and air intake manifold. I also had to replace #5 coil. I drove it 

was idling a little rough. Then after 100 miles it is running rough again 
and you can here the air sucking sound. We have checked all hoses and 

still cant get it to run correctly we need help.April 4, 2011

Followup from the Pelican Staff: I'd recommend that you perform a 
smoke test on the car to try to detect vacuum leaks. You should read 

my article on it here, and try it out: 
http://www.pelicanparts.com/techarticles/Boxster_Tech/21-FUEL-

Vacuum_Leaks/21-FUEL-Vacuum_Leaks.htm - Wayne at Pelican Parts 

Ross Comments: Sorry to blow your wall up but i could really use your 
advice on this. 

I still have not been able to produce any check engine codes using the 

"stomp" method both my self and my mechanic tied with no success. 
Just recently i had my o2 changed as of currently i am running a o2 

code. being that i cannot do a "stomp" test and due to the o2 code. we 
believe this points directly to the throttle position sensor. 

my symthoms: 

loss of power 70% highway driving speratticly. speratic misfire. 
garenteeded misfire while raining out. 

it makes sense that the o2 code would throw if the sensor is bad due to 

wrong reedings on the sensor? 

thanks for your help your advice is greatly appreciated March 23, 2011

Followup from the Pelican Staff: I'm not sure which year / model car 
you're referring to here. I'm going to copy this question to the forums 

and we can clarify it there. - Wayne at Pelican Parts 

Ross Comments: hi i have a 89 325ix i would like to know how to remove 
the sensor it seems that my fuel rail is over top of my sensor and block 
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March 20, 2011

it from being removed with any size socket. also unrelated but quite at 
the same time the 5 petal press to reveal codes worked once but now 

doesn't any advice on either?

Followup from the Pelican Staff: I think you might need to remove 
the fuel rail to get to the sensor, or perhaps try a crowfoot wrench? As 

for the foot-pedal method, follow the instructions *exactly*. It's very 
easy to get this wrong many times. I often have difficulty getting it to 

work when I haven't done it for quite a while. - Wayne at Pelican Parts 

robbierotten Comments: hi,i have a bmw 318 convertible,the fan is not working and 
when you start car the temp needle goes to half way and will sit there 5 

mins then raise to 3quarters but not overheat,the thermostat has got 
loads of gunk around it could this be the prob and sensor on side of 

radiator,thanks plz helpMarch 19, 2011

Followup from the Pelican Staff: Sounds like there are some issues 
with debris in your cooling system. I would suspect that your radiator 

might be clogged as well. I would remove it and inspect it and/or 
replace it. - Wayne at Pelican Parts 

paperplane Comments: I have an '89 525i with the m20b25. My problem is that it 

hesitates when accelerating from a stop. I can recreate the problem 
while idling in park and blipping or opening and closing the throttle very 

quickly. The engine almost wants to die for a second but then it comes 
back and accelerates normally. 

Could the temp sensor be causing this?I have also heard of the fuel 
pressure reg. causing this,is that true? 

I have checked for vacuum leaks and replaced a number of hoses and 
gaskets already. I have also replaced the fuel filter,and replaced 

plugs,cap,and rotor and cleaned the ICV.February 28, 2011

Followup from the Pelican Staff: I'm betting that you still have a 
vacuum leak in there. Check out my article on diagnosing them: 

http://www.pelicanparts.com/techarticles/Boxster_Tech/21-FUEL-
Vacuum_Leaks/21-FUEL-Vacuum_Leaks.htm The throttle doesn't 

respond too well when there are leaks - I would check the idle control 
valve too, as well as the hoses that connect to it. - Wayne at Pelican 

Parts 

jos Comments: I am having a cold start problem. It only occurs when it 
gets pretty chilly: -15 to -20 celcius. It will start for a second if that and 

then turn off. It will continue to do this obviously unless I give it gas and 
it warms up a bit. It is fine the rest of the day as long as I'm using it a 

fair bit and stays warm. I want to say it is a fuel injection problem, but 
I'm not sure. 1990 325i. Thanks!January 30, 2011

Followup from the Pelican Staff: Hmm, -20 degrees C is pretty darn 

cold. The car is 21 years old - I'm not sure if they were designed to start 
that well when they were brand new. At those temps, the oil is very 

thick and difficult to move through the engine. I would say the problem 
might just be the norm for a 21-year old BMW. Try using some lighter-

weight oil too. Also, check the ambient air temp sensors on the car, 
although I really think coaxing the car to get started in -20 C weather is 

to be expected. - Wayne at Pelican Parts 

mikey3281995

Comments: brought a stunning 1995 328i drove home 
temp gauge half way then all of a sudden shot up fast, 

rad cap splilling COLD water all over the floor but temp 
showing hot engine hot, i suspect thermostat after 

inspection no thermostat in the car,looking through the 
paperwork it has had a new radiator, i immediatley 

checked the oil all is fine drive perfect starts great lots 
of power but needle allways goes fast to half way mark 

then after half hour starts spilling out of the rad cap 
again drivin me crazy now had the car over a week and 

been unable to appriciate the car at all and thats why i 
brought a 328 beemer, the garage has no interest in 

helping me least said the better, after reading up lots 
and lots should i change the waterpump put a new 
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January 29, 2011

themostat in then bleed and bleed again, also no hot air 
from inside heater, i suspect whoever replaced the rad 

did not follow any of the procedures and it may have 
more air in it than a baloon lol PLEASE help me !! im 

going mad with this but i will not give up... txt me if you 
can 07902 109000

Followup from the Pelican Staff: Hmm, interesting 

problem. I would tackle this by replacing my radiator 
cap to start. Then I would probably replace the 

thermostat as well. After that, I would bleed, rebleed, 
and then bleed again. These cars can be difficult to 

bleed properly, see my article here for complete 
instructions: 

http://www.pelicanparts.com/bmw/techarticles/E36-
Coolant_Flush/E36-Coolant-Flush.htm - Wayne at 

Pelican Parts 

XR4T1030 Comments: I have a 1988 325i E30. The engine breaks up really bad 
after about about 5-10 minutes. I changed the 

cap,rotor,wires,coil,Coolant Temperature Sensor,fuel filter and fuel 
pressure regulator. I drove it a week ago and it shut down as if the 

battery was dead. It started up about 30 minutes later. I was wondering 
whether the CPU was bad. Could someone help me out here?January 28, 2011

Followup from the Pelican Staff: Problems like these are very difficult 

to diagnose, let alone over the Internet. If you think that your ECU is 
failing, then you might want to get a replacement to swap in there and 

test. You might also want to check to make sure that your engine wire 
harness is okay, as the wires can break down over time, and create 

problems that are similar to what you would find with a busted ECU. -
Wayne at Pelican Parts 

redzer Comments: I have a 99 318is coupe and in the morning it starts grand 

and no noise from engine as such. when engine is warm and im 
changing gear when pressure comes off engine its lets a loud couple of 

knocks from engine. If i have car stopped and jus rev it the knocking 
comes in about 2500rpm and goes again after 3000rpm. Any ideas?? 

thanksJanuary 27, 2011

Followup from the Pelican Staff: Problems like these are very difficult 
to diagnose over the Internet, but I would guess that it would be a chain 

tensioner that is beginning to fail. Replacement isn't too difficult. I can't 
think of anything else that would be obvious. - Wayne at Pelican Parts 

Speedracer Comments: Can I take out the guts on a thermostat for a E46 2001 

325CI to keep temp down??? January 22, 2011

Followup from the Pelican Staff: No, that won't help if the car is 
functioning properly. You want to keep the thermostat in there because 

you want the car to warm up properly. Removing the thermostat makes 
the car heat up very slowly, which is not good for it, and is also very 

inefficient. - Wayne at Pelican Parts 

Burm Comments: Hi, 
Are these sensors the same? 

12 63 1 279 722 

and 
12 63 1 279 720 

If not - whats the difference?January 19, 2011

Followup from the Pelican Staff: According to my notes, 12-63-1-

279-722 operates at 45 degrees Celcius and has a yellow insulator, 
where as 12-63-1-279-720 operates at 0 degrees Celcius and has a 

violet / purple insulator. 
- Wayne at Pelican Parts 

Germancar64 Comments: Hi guys, 1989 325i 

I had the engine stumbling, tach. needles dipping, check engine light glowing 
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January 16, 2011

problem. I replaced: o2 sensor, ECU, ICV, AFM, all relays, all hoses and 
bellows, distributor cap & rotor, coil, plugs, fuel filter, and new injectors . That 

problem seems to be gone, but now she doesn't want to start when cold, or 
after she's warmed up, and she runs really rough. 

The only items I haven't replaced have been the coolant temp. sensor brown 

with one poleand the fuel pump in tank 

When the car does start after much hesitation, the engine shakes as if the 
timing is off new timing belt last year so it’s not the timing belt. 

When I give her gas she revs up and smoothes out a little but not as smooth as 
she used to. Also, I have to gently, slowly accelerate or else she’ll choke off and 

stall. 

The temperature gauge needle never moves never did that before even after 
running a while, and I've tried to bleed the coolant system but neither air or 

coolant ever comes out of the bleeder screw yes the water pump works and is 
connected, and I just put a brand new thermostat in 

Thoughts....... 

Followup from the Pelican Staff: Before you replace anything else, you 

might want to check the mechanical condition of the engine by performing a 
compression check on it, as I describe here: 

http://www.pelicanparts.com/bmw/techarticles/Borrowed/mult_engine_rebuild-
1.htm - Wayne at Pelican Parts

soul4t Comments: Hi, I've replaced the Fuel pump relay, the DME relay, HT 
leads and spark plugs, new rotor and the distributor cap is about 2 yrs 

old but - looks pretty fine, I remember having the problem when I 
replaced it anyway...sorry to be off topic, but do you have any other 

suggestions? Thank you! January 6, 2011

Followup from the Pelican Staff: Nothing to add really, except to 
check for vacuum leaks, and also check the wiring harness for breaks 

from the sensors to the DME. - Wayne at Pelican Parts 

soul4t Comments: Hi, I was wondering if you could offer any further advice... 
I replaced the Temp Coolant Sensor, the car seems to run better but I 

still have the same cold start missing and warm start problem, is it 
possible that it may be the fuel pump relay? I don't think it would be 

temp sensitive. I'm going to replace the HT leads and I'm touring 
through Europe so I thought I'd change the belts too, can I keep 

you/the thread posted on my progress? Thanks!December 31, 2010

Followup from the Pelican Staff: Temperature related start issues 
can also be traced back to vacuum leaks. When the car is cold, the 

hoses are contracted and don't tend to leak as much when they are 
warm. When the car warms up, it may be that cracks and holes in the 

hoses are expanding, which may be causing major vacuum leaks. -
Wayne at Pelican Parts 

soul4t Comments: Hi, me again...firstly "Cloudbase", is your's a 316/318 

injection M40 engine, if so, I've just replaced my coolant temp sensor, 
and a few forum articles suggested that I'd have to take the top part of 

the inlet manifold off, another forum article suggested that I needed to 
take the bottom half of the inlet manifold off, and in the end I got the 

gaskets for both and didn't need either of them! I found that there if you 
take off the air intake hose to the throttle body, you can see the sensor 

and just before it there is a black wiring box which is bolted with 2 bolts 
to the inlet manifold support bracket I think I unbolted the 2 bolts and 

lowered the black box a bit, then with an extension on a deep socket I 
was able to get the sensor out, putting the new one in without damaging 

the thread was a bit fiddly as the socket with the extension didn't fit 
properly onto the sensor, so I used the socket and turned it in by hand 

to start off with. Hope this helps!December 31, 2010

Cloudbase Comments: I have an '89 E30 with running issues. I want to replace 
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December 16, 2010

the coolant temp sensor, but the fuel rail is in the way. I realize this 
might not be an issue for earlier model's, but your DIY makes no 

mention of what is needed to remove to get in there. Perhaps a more 
thorough explanation of what needs to be removed and how to remove 

it would be help us new to the E30 out. Thanks...

soul4t Comments: Hi, I have an E30 316i H-reg 1990 M40 engine, I have 
been pondering this problem for a couple of years and now it's starting 

to progress...When it starts from cold, it misses a few times, then it's 
fine, when it starts from warm just at the top of the blue line it turns 

over quickly but doesn't start first time. I have replaced the radiator as 
it was leaking a little, have checked the air hoses for a vacuum leak and 

changed oil, fuel and air filters periodically. I have just changed the 
spark plugs...the old ones were about 2 years old and they showed 

slight carbon build up...I guess it's running a bit rich, I had it checked by 
a BMW garage...expense! They replaced a breather pipe and suggested 

that they change the fuel rail. I wanted to check the Coolant 
temperature sensor but on the M40 engine it's under the top half of the 

inlet manifold, next to the fuel rail..I gathered from another forum so it 
will take some effort to get to it. Should I change the sensor and the 

fuel rail as I'll have to go to the effort or is there anything else I should 
investigate first? Thanks! 

....Just remembered, I changed the distributor cap and rotar arm about 

2 years ago, I haven't fully checked the HT leads but they are clean and 

seem newish...I've had the car about 3 years, I bought it off a elderly 
chap who couldn't drive anymore, at 43'000 miles! he'd had it about 10 

years. Sorry...this seems to be the longest post ever! Thank youDecember 13, 2010

Followup from the Pelican Staff: Hmm, I'm not sure I can offer too 
much help. You might want to disconnect the coolant temp sensor wire 

(trace it back to the DME) and test the leads from there prior to tearing 
off the manifold to get to it. You can get some measurements at hot and 

cold, and that will tell you whether it's mostly working or not. - Wayne 
at Pelican Parts

Jenisse Comments: I have the 2002 325i... What do you think would be 
causing this??November 26, 2010

Followup from the Pelican Staff: Again, the car is smart enough to 

be able to tell you what is wrong - check the trouble codes that the 

computer is giving you for clues where to start. - Wayne at Pelican Parts

mikec77 Comments: i have a 96 bmw 328i and every time i start the car the idle 

is very rough and will sometimes stall unless i hit the gas, rpms are 
really low at about 500. as soon as the car warms up while driving the 

idle smooth and idles at about 800. what are some things i should look 
for? November 26, 2010

Followup from the Pelican Staff: First thing is to check what codes 

the car is outputting. Take a look at the tech article I wrote on reading 
fault codes from the main computer, and that will give you a good idea 

where to start. - Wayne at Pelican Parts

Jenisse Comments: Today when I turn my car on it like shook and turned off, 
but i turned it on again and it was fine. my mechanic had told me that i 

need to change my thermostat. Would the thermostat be causing my car 
to turn off??November 26, 2010

Followup from the Pelican Staff: No, not likely. I'm not sure which 

car you're referring to here, but I would check the fuel injection codes to 
see if the car is outputting any errors. - Wayne at Pelican Parts

Luis Cancel Comments: hello I have a BMW 325e 1986 and it have 4 o 5 diferent 

sensor in the same area do you have any diagram, please..thank you 
my e mail is luiscancelimages@gmail.com thank you again..October 30, 2010

Followup from the Pelican Staff: Post a photo here and I'll see if I 

can help. - Wayne at Pelican Parts

Bill Comments: I have a 1989 E30 with a 2.5 L engine and need to replace 
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October 11, 2010

the thermostat housing. Is there any trick to R&R the part without 
removing the fuel manifold and the intake manifold? I have removed the 

sensor but the housing will not clear the fuel manifold. remove the 
studs ..... other?

puzzledbm Comments: BMW 320i E36 1993 intermittent fault - engine fails to start 

when it has reached normal operating temp. All electrics and other 
systems work OK. [incorrect address on previous listing]September 21, 2010

Followup from the Pelican Staff: Check the fault codes from the DME 

- that's really the only thing you can do to help diagnose the problem. -
Wayne at Pelican Parts

zike Comments: hi all i have a problem too with my bmw e30 the manuf. 

year is 1986 an the problem is idles steady at 1500 and 1800 rpm, i try 
all most any thing, the only thig that puts the idle down is when i unplug 

the temperature sensor when engine runing and it drops on 600 and 
750 rpm nad then stops runing is the sensor foult or electronic thaks a 

lotSeptember 4, 2010

Followup from the Pelican Staff: Check for vacuum leaks, they can 
cause this exact problem. Excess air may be getting by the air flow 

meter, and causing the high idle. - Wayne at Pelican Parts

Richard Buckseall Comments: HI CAN ANY ONE HELP, I HAVE A 2000,318i.have changed 

thermo,and put in a new expansion tank. but the rad top up light on 
dash is allways on, have bled it loads off but still no luck is sensor easy 

to replace and will that cure it. oh and how much are they. tanks 
Richard, in Dorset September 2, 2010

Followup from the Pelican Staff: Yup, coolant sensors are cheap and 

easy to replace. If you still have a problem with the lamp going on after 

replacing hte sensor, the I would look closer at the wire harness. -
Wayne at Pelican Parts

miketpdx Comments: My 1997 E36 BMW 328i- wldn't start in the morning w/o 
multiple attempts/pumping. Took it in & they replaced the coolant temp 

sensor. Prob fixed, but after 2nd day, steam started to spew from hood 
while driving. Open coolant reservoir & there wasn't a drop in it! Filled 

the rez & now coolant is leaking. What do you think they did wrong?September 1, 2010

Followup from the Pelican Staff: I'm not sure, but they certainly 
forgot to reconnect something. I would take it back to the shop and tell 

them to get it right. Hopefully you didn't overheat the car enough to 
cause a head gasket failure (like what happened on my car when it 

overheated while my wife was driving it). - Wayne at Pelican Parts

Sunnyr Comments: Would replacing the temp sensor sort out the problem i 
have on my 1990 325i of when the car is warm it will not start on the 

first try but only on the second. August 31, 2010

Followup from the Pelican Staff: Not sure - I would check to see 
what codes the DME computer is pushing out and start there. - Wayne 

at Pelican Parts

m10 e30 Comments: My temperature gauge often jumps around and doesn't 
give a consistent reading all the time. Could this be from a faulty coolant 

temp gauge?August 16, 2010

Followup from the Pelican Staff: It could be the gauge itself, or it 
could be coolant sender, or it could be a loose wire / connection 

between the two somewhere. - Wayne at Pelican Parts

rugal316 Comments: my 318is auto idles steady at 1500 rpm, and stays there 

regardless if the car is warm or cold, do you think the tempreture sensor 
could be the culprit here?August 5, 2010

Followup from the Pelican Staff: Difficult to tell, but I'd guess not. 

Could be a vacuum leak or a stuck idle control valve. It's difficult to 
diagnose over the Internet, but I would start there first. - Wayne at 

Pelican Parts
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pj Comments: 95 325is temp gauge pretty much stays in the middle once 
it gets there it stays there even if ac is on or not at night when its cooler 

out it stays new radiator and all hope its normal what do u thinkAugust 4, 2010

Followup from the Pelican Staff: The car is designed to run at a 
certain temperture and regulates itself using coolers (radiators), and 

such. In general, what you're describing is good behavior (after the car 
is warmed up of course). I wouldn't worry... - Wayne at Pelican Parts

bimmer 456 Comments: One of the smaller pipes on my 325i has snapped which is 

for the choke now the choke is always on but would this affect the car 
whn starting as the car is only starting when it is hot?July 15, 2010

Followup from the Pelican Staff: The choke restricts airflow to the 

engine, and thus makes the mixture richer for cold starting. If you run 
with the choke on all the time, then your car will run rich, and gas 

mileage will suffer. - Wayne at Pelican Parts

Garyk Comments: I have a 1998 BMW 318i SE. When I start the car in the 
mornings its fine. But eventually the temperature guage will drop to cold 

and start to rev its self up to around the 2000rpm mark. Sometimes the 
temp guage will also go up to the red but as soon as the temperature 

reverts back to normal the car will idle fine. Also if I turn off teh car 
when the temperature is either in the cold or in the hotred it will fail to 

start again unless I rev it. 

Any ideas of what this could be? 

ThanksJune 23, 2010

Followup from the Pelican Staff: Crazy happenings here - I have 
never heard of the temperatures dropping around like that (to cold). I 

would guess you have an air bubble in the water cooling system - I 
would suggest that you rebleed the cooling system, and that might help. 

Make sure that you turn the heater on before you bleed. - Wayne at 
Pelican Parts

mikeeeeeeeeee Comments: so my e30 seems to do that similar high rev on first cold 

start of the day, then drops down. the car also never gets very much 
over the blue area on the temp gauge. at first i thought it was just the 

thermostat, the radiator and engine never seem to get very hot to the 
touch either, so do you guys think its the sensor or the thermostat? 

whatever it is, its causing the car to run rich. June 17, 2010

Followup from the Pelican Staff: It's probably a vacuum leak that is 
allowing air to seep in, and then when the car heats up, the leak 

probably seals itself. Check all your vacuum and intake hoses. - Wayne 
at Pelican Parts

WWUE30 Comments: What are the symptoms of a bad M20 Coolant Temp 

Sensor?June 1, 2010

lost in the desert Comments: 87 325is sucking air into the cooling system. Just replaced 

the timing belt, water pump, hoses and belts. 

When hot and shut off, a sucking sound is coming from the rear of the 
motor. 

Suspect the hoses need to be replaced. 
Part numbers?May 19, 2010

Followup from the Pelican Staff: If air is getting "sucked" into the 

cooling system, then you will have coolant leaking out elsewhere too. If 
no coolant is leaking, then perhaps you just have air in your system? -

Wayne at Pelican Parts

Dennis Comments: Can you tell me where the coolant temp sensor is located 

on the 1.9L Z3?March 30, 2010

tkokerr Comments: I have a 2002 325i and lately if I start my car, alot of the 

time it will not run and less I am giving it gas. It was running ok once it 
was warm but is getting worse. Now it will die sometimes when idling in 

traffic. Could this be the temp sensor? If so, where is mine located? 
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March 23, 2010 Thanks!

nicE30

Comments: this is my car currently in intensive care!

January 30, 2010

nicE30 Comments: hi all, during removing,cleaning and reinstalling my 
injectors, on my e30 325i i accidentally broke the housing on my coolant 

temp sensor blue housing i tried starting my car and it seems it does not 
want to start and finally when it did it shut of after a few minutes but 

the idle was going up and down and since then it fails to start. when i 
pump at the accelerator it wants to start but it does not! could this be 

due to the broken coolant temp sensor or does this mean injectors are 

gone! im buying a new sensor in a few days but id thought u might 
advise of the symptoms!January 30, 2010

Dido Comments: I hope you can help me on this, I was referred to you by 
Motorwerk BMW. My problem is, I forget to disconnect the transmission 

line while replacing the radiator on my 93 740. 
When done, the engine would not start and the “ TRANS PROGRAM”

message came on. After 4 hours I went back and try again and this time 

the car start and the message is gone. I wasn’t sure what happened. If 
you could help I will really appreciate it January 5, 2010

Nat Comments: I'm having a strange problem where unless I rev the 
engine there is no heat in the cabin, is this typical of a broken 

thermostat?December 16, 2009

Followup from the Pelican Staff: Hmm, that is odd. I would check the 
heater valve: http://www.pelicanparts.com/bmw/techarticles/E36-

Valve-Cleaning/E36-Valve-Cleaning.htm - Wayne at Pelican Parts

jb9269 Comments: Could you please tell me the location of the coolant temp. 
sensor on a 1998 e36 328ic? November 30, 2009

Followup from the Pelican Staff: Hi there. There is a coolant 

temperature sensor attached to the side of the cylinder head, near the 
intake manifold. See the head gasket article for some photos of this. -

Wayne at Pelican Parts

Mark Comments: I have a very rough and tired but previously 100% reliable 
1990 325 Convertible that's somehow survived the last 17 years in 

North Africa, outliving my newer Land Rover and Ford Explorer. 

The inlet bellows split, and a kind friend brought out a genuine 
replacement. I fitted it, which meant cutting the old one to pieces. The 

new one was for an auto, so I blanked off the extra hole. 

The car now starts, but lacks power, and if you floor the throttle it 
simply cuts out and stops. 

The fuel pump is giving 4.5bar or so. We found a couple of fuel leaks 

and sorted those, and now it's running, but on five cylinders... the fuel 
regulator is new, genuine BMW. 

I'd like to check the ECU connectors but the handle snapped off the 

glovebox sometime before I owned the car, so I can't get to it and oh, 
how I've tried!. 

Any ideas?! 

October 30, 2009

Followup from the Pelican Staff: I would probably take out the 

injectors and see if they are clogged, if you are having problems with 
only running on one? Also check spark to that cylinder too. - Wayne at 

Pelican Parts

Mill Comments: Could you please tell me the location of the coolant 
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October 4, 2009 temp.sensor on a 2000 528i? 

Followup from the Pelican Staff: On your car, I believe it's in the 

lower radiator hose. - Wayne at Pelican Parts

Hec Comments: i have an e30 325is and it just started idling at about 2,500 

rpm...not sure what is causing this...I do admit that the engine doesn't 

sound like it's at 2,500 but the rpm meter says it is...Not sure what's 
going on.September 10, 2009

KABUSAF Comments: This is a possibility for Luba, check the rear cv joints for 
excessive play. If badly worn it could cause a clunking noise. Also for 

Willy91, try checking for vaccume leaks and cleaning your Idle air 
control valve,and clean the throttle body bore. Good luck. September 4, 2009

luba Comments: i have an e30 325 for drifting, i have an annoying cloncking 

noise during gear changes and any time i engage or disengage the 
drive. it comes from the rear and mostly central. i have a welded diff but 

this never used to cause it, i have recently solid mounted the subframe 
bushs and this has not cured it, i have been advised prob doughnut and 

centre bearing but i cant see how that would clonk at the back. ne ideas 
ne1? thanxAugust 6, 2009

Followup from the Pelican Staff: Sorry, no I don't have any thoughts 

that would be useful. - Wayne at Pelican Parts

WILL91

Comments: THANKS A LOT FOE YOUR REPLY ALSO 
WHEN THE CAR IS COLD THE RPM WILL NOT RAISE 

AND THE RPM GOES FROM 500 TO 9OO NOT STEDY 
RPM UNTIL WARMS UP.

July 9, 2009

Followup from the Pelican Staff: First thing I would 

check would be the vacuum hoses - when the car warms 
up, sometimes the leaks seal up. Squeeze all the hoses 

to check. - Wayne at Pelican Parts

willy 91

Comments: BMW E30 320I 1983 EUROPEAN VERTION 

MANUAL TRANSMITION WHEN THE CAR HAS NORMAL 
TEMPERATURE AND YOU PLACE THE LIGHTS THE RPM 

DROPS TO A 500RPM ALSO WHEN I MAKE A TURN AND 
THE POWER STERING GOES TO WORK THE RPM GOES 

DOWN TO 5OORPM AND THE CAR STALSJuly 8, 2009

Followup from the Pelican Staff: Try disconnecting 
the power steering belt and driving around for a very 

short while. It may be that the pump is beginning to fail 
and putting a bit load on the engine. - Wayne at Pelican 
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